About Us

IMSolutions specializes in providing innovative and cost-competitive business and program management solutions to our clients across the public sector. Primarily, our support encompasses assisting clients in acquiring mission critical capabilities, to include developing holistic program strategies for successfully inserting technologies for achieving materiel solutions efficiently and expeditiously.

With unrivaled depth and experience in public sector acquisition policies, processes, and procedures, IMSolutions can add value immediately by bringing best practices, in conjunction with proven analytical tools and methods, and a pragmatic, results-oriented approach to our work. Our solutions are tailored to meet our clients’ needs and are supported by rigorous analysis, which is clearly defined, readily implemented and easily tracked. Our consultants on average have over 20 years experience in managing multi-million, multi-year projects.

Science & Technology Integration:

- Developing Science & Technology Roadmaps that serve as an overarching structured process for successfully exploring and inserting technology options
- Performing rigorous gap analysis for existing Programs of Record for technology integration
- Communicating gaps to the Science & Technology community
- Evaluating performance, technology maturity, producibility, and cost
- Identifying resource requirements to acquire needed technology
- Integrating resource requirements in the Program Objectives Memorandum (POM) process
- Structuring Technology Transition Planning
- Developing Technology Need Statements and associated Technology Opportunities Guides
- Developing white papers that highlight areas of “Technology Push”

NAICS Codes –
541330, 541430, 541511, 541512, 541513, 541519, 541611, 541614, 541618, 541690, 541720, 561110, 923120, 926110, 926150, 541219, 541712, 541990, 611430